GLOBAL MUSIC

EXPORT PLEDGE

TRADE IN MUSIC: A GLOBAL VISION
A CALL TO ACTION

INTRODUCTION

Music creates jobs, builds
skills, fosters social cohesion
and supports artistic and
business development. In the
UK, for example, the music
industry employs over
115,000 people, generating
£4.1bn for the economy1. In
New Zealand, a country with
only 4.6 million residents,
music contributed $484
million US2 to the economy.
In addition, music fosters
integration, supports
community development and
builds trust across regional
and national boundaries.
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There is a side to the industry that
remains hidden from view, despite
being at the coalface of the sector’s
health and prosperity. This is the role
of music export professionals. Many of
these individuals work in music export
offices, while others work within
institutions, or a group of organisations
working together. There is no formal
definition of what a music export
office or initiative is and many forms
and variants exist, the core values
are the same. Its staff develop talent,
foster relationships across borders,
develop skills and communicate with
their government to increase access
to finance, transparency and public
support of music. They are often the
first to discover talent, and they do so
for the public good. These individuals
do not work for themselves, they work
for the industry. And if the businesses
and artists they work for succeed, the
entire ecosystem benefits.

IFPI (2016)
Ibid
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Music export has been in existence
since the 1970s, initiated by the Dutch,
French, Swedes and Canadians. In
the decades since, a number of other
administrations have set up formal
entities, from Music Norway to
Ireland’s First Music Contact, Music
Export Canada and Sounds Australia.
But this is only the beginning. Less
than a quarter of countries have music
export offers and there is no guide to
initiating one. While no prescription
exists that can work everywhere, each
abides by principles that can further
assert the roles, responsibilities and
value, to encourage more countries
to set up an initiative.
If every artist and business had access
to the extra support systems offered
by music export professionals, the web
of businesses set-up to support music
would increase. More relationships
would develop internationally and the
industry would grow further from the
bottom-up, rather than relying on a
few global successes. Music benefits
from this framework and the research
and development that works.

It is time to highlight, celebrate and
champion this; and to do so, we
must outline the key pledges that
each office and initiative – regardless
of its structure, format or politics –
demonstrates every day an email is
checked, a phone call is returned or
a showcase is confirmed.
That’s what this set of principles is.
We want all governments around
the world to have music export
initiatives. Those without music export
programmes are losing economic
and cultural opportunities every
day, plus limiting the opportunity
to create skills, jobs and a better
quality of life for their creatives. This
is a call to all countries to investigate
and demonstrate these principles,
be it through a standalone office,
a consensus of organisations, or a
combination of both, or a framework
we’ve never heard of or seen before.

Club night ‘Ja Ja Ja’,
supported by Nordic
Music Export, has seen
thousands of buyers see
over 50 Nordic artists
since 2010 3.
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NOMEX (2017)
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WHAT IS A MUSIC
EXPORT INITIATIVE?
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Music
export is an
extension of a
thriving music
industry
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A ‘music export initiative’
or ‘music export office’
first works for the industry.
That is important. It is the
industry who is the customer,
and key beneficiary. The job
description is best explained
through the deliverables it
provides to artists and music
businesses.
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Music export professionals are
positioned to inform artists on the
benefits of growing their business
beyond their domestic set up, to
approaching funding opportunities,
finance management and network
growth in new markets. Often, they
are an artist or their representative’s
first port of call when thinking about
expanding abroad.
Every country has their own musical
heritage and culture. There will be
‘known’ artists within these music
industries, but this doesn’t necessarily
mean that they are ‘export ready’
or developed enough to build their
fanbase/business in other countries.
The best music export initiatives
have the tools, knowledge and
resources to provide platforms for
artists and their representatives
to make the best decisions when
approaching international networks.
This encompasses consultation on
presentation, understanding different
market etiquette, approaching the
right ‘gatekeepers’ for each genre,
maximising showcasing opportunities
and advising effectively on career
strategy.

There are many different formats to
music export. Sometimes they are
government organisations (in some
way or another) and may be tied
to ministries of culture or heritage.
Some are private organisations set up
through industry associations. Some
are a mixture of the two. Some are
independent. But all have the same
goal in mind. To create more trade,
more cultural capital and a greater
economy for its music, whatever the
style, output or genre to support
and further develop our global music
industries. To achieve that goal, we
have created this set of principles,
which we have called ‘pledges’, to
support the global music export
ecosystem.

We hope those wishing to explore
music export use this as a guide.
And we hope those actively exporting
use this as a badge of honour. Either
way, let’s champion music export. It
is necessary to supporting the global
music industry for years to come.
Join the conversation, at
www.musicexportpledge.com
or #musicexportpledge

WHAT IS A MUSIC EXPORT INITIATIVE?
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THE MUSIC
EXPORT PLEDGE

This work is done every day by global music export
professionals, of which there are many. We hope these pledges
can frame the understanding of what makes a great music
export initiative, and how it can influence all countries and
administrations to set up their own.
1. RECOGNISE THE
IMPORTANCE OF
YOUR PEOPLE
THIS IS A PEOPLE
BUSINESS FIRST
AND FOREMOST
2. UNDERSTAND WHAT
IT MEANS TO BE
‘EXPORT READY’
ALWAYS MEASURE,
STRATEGISE AND
ENHANCE WHAT YOU DO
3. PREPARE YOUR ARTISTS
TO BECOME EXPORT READY
EACH ARTIST NEEDS
A PATH

5. DEVELOP A TARGETED
DATABASE
MAINTAIN CALM THROUGH
THE STORM
6. PROVIDE APPROPRIATE
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
WHEN YOU CAN,
BE THE CATALYST
7. FOCUS ON BRANDING
TAKING A STEP UP
TO TAKE A STEP BACK
8. ENCOURAGE AND
ASSIST IMPORTS
EXPORT IS A TWO-WAY
STREET

4. KEEP NETWORKING
KNOWING WHO, WHAT,
WHERE AND WHY
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THE MUSIC EXPORT PLEDGE
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PLEDGE #1
RECOGNISE THE IMPORTANCE
OF YOUR PEOPLE
THIS IS A PEOPLE BUSINESS
FIRST AND FOREMOST

PLEDGE #2
UNDERSTAND WHAT IT MEANS
TO BE ‘EXPORT READY’
ALWAYS MEASURE, STRATEGISE
AND ENHANCE WHAT YOU DO

An export office,
initiative or project
is best structured on
adaptability, neutrality and
networks. Export initiatives
must not represent any
singular artist; whilst projects
can work across all genres
or focus on particular
prescient styles, it is best to
include as much talent as
possible in all programmes.
And importantly, wherever
possible, staff should not
represent any particular
artists or brands, to avoid
conflict of interest.

A music exporter is a
student of the music
industry as well as a service
provider to all genres and
industries. He/she knows and
respects all sectors, works
to build bridges, understand
local language and bridge
cultural differences. An
exporter must know as much
as the businesses it supports.
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IT’S ABOUT PEOPLE

The music business, like all businesses,
relies on ‘who you know’. The best
music export initiatives understand
their actions, support strategies and
investments are as good as those
managing and administering them.
Those that understand who should see
an artist before they are invited to
the show, understand the political and
cultural specificities of a festival and
are trusted and respected at home to
create the most exciting opportunities
externally. And the more diverse the
staff - across genre, expertise and
background - the more opportunities
for artists. Choose your team wisely.

A thriving music export initiative
understands its routes to market
and can navigate the nuances that
each territory operates in. National
music industries are complex and
when one pitches, judgement is often
made within 30 seconds of hearing a
song or watching a show. The most
inventive exporters lean heavily on
their industry for this knowledge, as
their customers are in the trenches
everyday, developing careers. Knowing
who to speak to and when about an
artist is not inherited, it is learned. As
a result, trust between export staffers
and local industry is paramount. This
includes cultural understanding, a
comprehensive knowledge of the
different music industries and the roles
and responsibilities within each sector.
Some artists don’t work in certain
countries. It’s about finding a market
that suits the artist. Seek, find and
open up.

IT STARTS AT HOME
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Sounds Australia
has facilitated
512 showcases 4 since
2009, including global
successes like Courtney
Barnett, Chet Faker
and DZ Deathrays.

PLEDGE #3
PREPARE YOUR ARTISTS TO
BECOME EXPORT READY
EACH ARTIST NEEDS A PATH
In order to be ready
to go to WAR (willing,
able and ready), talent
development programs,
inbound export missions
and introducing artists to
buyers before they go abroad
is important. Educating,
business preparation, talent
development, networking
and being an open, sensitive
office to talk to supports
opportunity. The job begins
at home, even if it often ends
abroad.

4
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Music exporters make difficult decisions
every day. The most experienced,
inventive or, in some cases, disruptive
professionals introduce artists when
the context is best for their career
development. To do so, exporters have
to separate those that are ‘export
ready’ with those that require further
development. This is where export
starts, and to facilitate the best, much
work happens at home. All deals begin
with a first impression.

Sounds Australia (2016)

KNOW WHAT BEING EXPORT READY IS
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PLEDGE #4
KEEP NETWORKING
KNOWING WHO, WHAT, WHERE
AND WHY

PLEDGE #5
DEVELOP A TARGETED
DATABASE
MAINTAIN CALM THROUGH
THE STORM

The music industry
is a relationship
business. Selling often
happens by asking for
opinions and developing
the trust to respect tastes,
recommendations and
suggestions. Without trust,
an export office or initiative
can’t export. A great export
office or initiative can
turn a cold lead into a hot
asset.

Every music
exporter should have
the best database in their
respective country, region
or city. CRM (Customer
Relationship Management),
tagging, and big data create
great export.
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KEEP NETWORKING

You are only as good as your network
allows. Relationships make or break
initial endeavours. The best export
offices and initiatives know everyone,
everywhere. The contacts made
early can provide the best guidance
to introducing talent, linking up
like‑minded professionals and providing
the best path of least resistance in
new markets. Export staffers have
the knowledge and ability to link with
the most considered partners for your
business and can help introduce and
broker deals more efficiently than if
an independent, emerging artist or
professional brokered the introduction
individually.

The music industry never stops,
never sleeps, never stays still. When
colleagues move from one company to
another, opportunities can fall beneath
the cracks. Keeping abreast of who is
doing what, where and when in the
industry is a tough challenge.
This is where the best export offices
and initiatives shine. Analysing contacts
helps monitor the impact of projects,
pitches and initiatives. Monitoring
data helps track KPIs, prove return on
investment and report on deals as they
happen, which enhances relationships
across the value chain. This is
especially important as evaluating
initiatives is often a job in itself.
Impact is relative. One introduction
can lead to a deal in two years time, so
ensuring that introductions are mapped
is key. The better the database, the
better the exporting potential.

DATABASE & EVALUATION
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PLEDGE #6
PROVIDE APPROPRIATE
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
WHEN YOU CAN,
BE THE CATALYST
Some exporters
are funders. Some
are delivery agencies for
national, regional and local
funding schemes. Some
apply for funding in the same
manner as artists and music
businesses. Regardless,
all must be the experts
in navigating the paths to
finance, and be catalysts in
supporting artists and their
business to walk down
these paths.

In the UK,
The International
Showcase Fund
administered by the PRS
for Music Foundation
shows a return of £8.90
for every £1 spent 5.

Whether it is investing in a stage at a
showcase festival, organising a series
of roundtables with international
buyers or providing tour support,
exporters can be the keys that
unlock a more pragmatic and fruitful
relationship with government, and
access to finance. Accessing finance,
reporting on spend and defending
activities can be a full‑time job. The
guides to this are often found within
the best export offices and initiatives.
By understanding how funding can work
for artists and fighting for support to
be transparent, genre-neutral and fair,
exporters provide added value across
the chain, from protecting scarce
investment to providing results‑led
reporting. In addition, this is a long
game. It is best the team is secured
for as long as possible, as networks,
connections and more access to
finance comes with time.

5
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FINANCIAL SUPPORT

PRS Foundation (2016)
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Exports are
extremely important
to Canadian music
companies, representing
at least a key part of the
business plan for 87%
of companies6.

PLEDGE #7
FOCUS ON BRANDING
TAKING A STEP UP
TO TAKE A STEP BACK
Artists sell and
develop careers
because of their music, not
because of where they are
from. But where they are
from can provide strategic
advantages.

6
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A fifteen minute walk zig-zagging
across South by Southwest in Austin
shows the breadth and depth of artists
being introduced to buyers through
where they are from. Export offices
and initiatives not only provide these
important opportunities, they put
bums in seats during the shows, often
providing the first experience of a band
for a particular buyer. But there are
limits to how valuable a national or
‘place’ brand can be for an artist, and
the best export offices and initiatives
understand this. Eventually, flag waving
must lead to strategic partnerships.
There is such a thing as too many
showcases for particular bands, where
showcase festivals become more
of a circuit than a step in the right
direction. Great exporters know when
to take a step back to give artists a
push forward.

CIMA (2016)

BRANDING
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PLEDGE #8
ENCOURAGE AND
ASSIST IMPORTS
EXPORT IS A TWO-WAY STREET
For export offices and
initiatives to thrive,
they must demonstrate that
their work goes both ways.
By providing opportunities for
foreign artists in their country,
more opportunities will be
created across the board,
creating greater access for
the exporters customer base,
the industry.

Often the term ‘music export’ shrouds
the fact that for a successful export
office to provide the best opportunities
for its artists, it also must be the ‘go
to expert’ of information for foreign
partners. Buyers and sellers are often
the same person, and by creating
opportunities to sell into your country,
such generosity will be rewarded when
you are exporting. The best export
offices and initiatives are webs of
knowledge, contacts, tips, tricks and
experience, and the nucleus, for all its
activities, is always at home.

CALL TO ACTION

We want every country in
the world to have a thriving,
active music export initiative.
It doesn’t matter how it is
set up. It matters how its
functions impact the artists it
serves. Talent is everywhere,
and great talent deserves
the best support. Only some
countries and regions have
music export initiatives;
those that do are very lucky,
because the business leaders
running them are providing
opportunities for artists
across the sector, every day.
So let’s learn from each other,
work together and make
music export an integral
aspect of national, regional
and local cultural policy.
Join us at
#musicexportpledge
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IMPORTS

CALL TO ACTION
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COALITION

A SELECTION OF MUSIC
EXPORT INITIATIVES
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MUSIC EXPORT INITIATIVES
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